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Increase the
Competitiveness
of your Company
Information Services for
Business Intelligence
Get an Accurate View
into Your BI Capabilities
The evidence is in. Forrester found a
strong correlation between overall company success and adoption of innovative
business intelligence, analytics and big
data tools. And it’s not surprising since
75% of enterprise BI decision makers use
information to increase competitiveness.
Yet most companies struggle with the
enormity of their data challenges.
Whether it’s building intelligence infrastructures, cleansing data from disparate
sources or producing data results that the
business can take action on, the burden is
on IT to deliver fast, highly accurate data
to everyone who needs it.
Decision First Technologies specializes in
complete business intelligence strategies
that work with your company’s needs. We
help you produce what your business users
easy with our BI Assessment offering.

A Proven
Process
Starting at the foundational level, DFT experts review architecture, evaluate platforms and their support tools, review data management practices and
create collaborative relationships between the business and IT. Not only do we identify strengths, risks
and gaps that exist between software, but we also
highlight the gaps between the business needs and
your existing IT systems. From there we provide the
optimization and risk mitigation recommendations
delivered with a roadmap outlining how we’ll get you
there. We help you ensure the delivery of a successful business intelligence plan where business and IT
work together with the right methodology, software
and know-how. It’s a win-win for everyone.

BI’s Far Reaching Impact
Because business intelligence touches every area
of the company, DFT begins every BI Assessment
examining the functional,
procedural and technical
aspects of your business.
Our goal is to identify
strengths, risks, gaps and
provide a roadmap for
your short, medium and
long-term goals.
Our team of experts
thoroughly address all
of the critical areas of

BI including governance,
change management,
munications to help your
company operate from
the best possible position
– accurate information.

-

So whether you’ve been
trying to attack BI on your
own or have been ignoring it all together, let DFT
help you do it once, do it
right and deliver results
fast.
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Decision First is the Right Choice
for BI Assessment Services
DFT is a Business Intelligence authority because BI is not
something we do, it’s all we do. For almost two decades
we’ve centered our entire business philosophy on improving
business performance. We’ve helped companies of all sizes

DFT’s BI Assessment
At A Glance

issues with tremendous success.

DFT offers a comprehensive BI
Assessment program that gives
you tremendous insight into the

Whether your IT department is robust or consists of just a
few employees, DFT can help establish a customized BI plan
that not only works for you today, but leaves you prepared
for tomorrow.

company deals with every day. It’s
easy, cost effective and extensive
and includes:
• Architecture review
• Infrastructure review
• Data Management review

Driving Sustainable Results
DFT makes BI planning simple
and easy thanks to our proven
BI Assessment program. We’ve
perfected the methodology and
created a system that drives
real, sustainable results. Not
only does it produce immediate
information highlighting gaps,
but it lays the ground work for
future BI initiatives.
Starting at the ground level,
DFT takes into consideration
the business impact of strategies, goals and prioritizations in
order to build a solid BI foundation. But we don’t stop there.
We look at data stores, data
movement, hardware, network

and security needs, as well as
data governance practices in
place.

• Organizational review
• Resource assessment

But we don’t leave you with a
laundry list of problems. We
tions to mitigate risk factors.
We provide a roadmap that
addresses both business and
technical issues.
We prioritize action items and
provide a project plan and
estimated pricing for those
proposals!
That kind of knowledge and
know-how can only come from

menting a world-class BI strategy.
Let DFT be your trusted advisor.
We’ve mastered the art of tying
analytics to operations by producing trustworthy data delivered in
meaningful ways.

GIVE US A CALL TO SET UP AN
IN-DEPTH CONSULTATION TODAY!
866.569.1150

